At the MacdonellWilliamson House
Highway 417 East or 40 West to Exit #1 for
Pointe Fortune & follow House Signs
Sunday, August 5th, 2 p.m.

Reading, Music

Admission Free - Tea &
Scones available

& signing

Kenneth Radu

from his new Collection of Short Stories

Net Worth
A woman wins a fabulous lottery; a frustrated middle-age man waits for his wealthy
father to die; an unemployed father and widower struggles to earn a living wage; a privileged but harassed suburban woman and a homeless man meet in a subway station: each
story, built upon familiar motifs, leads into the core of the characters’ sense of who
they are.

Keith Henderson
from his Latest novel

Acqua Sacra
Old World skepticism kicks at New World concerns in Henderson’s brisk new novel
about private deception and public corruption. His cast includes an honest architect,
a gutsy office clerk, the modern-day witch of a drained lake, and at least one (reformed) dirt-digging lawyer. But what is Suzanna to do when the mob and their extralegal cross-border political shenanigans invade her life?

Frank Hicks
from his novel

Murder in a Small Town

This book captures life in a small town. It tells of its uniqueness, its beauty, its simplicity and its dirty little secrets. Murder, mayhem, wild ambition and sinister plots do not
always fall under the exclusive domain of a big city environment. They can be secretly
planned out, orchestrated and executed under the mantel of a quiet, picturesque
country life where murder is served up with mom’s hot apple pie.

John Kalbfleisch
from his Novel

A Stain Upon the Land
Blending fact and fiction, this is a tale of intrigue, passion and violence that ranges from
the Highlands of Scotland to the backwoods of Glengarry County, from the War of 1812
to a cholera epidemic that scourged Montreal in 1832. The novel follows the fortunes
of a young woman and the two men who love her – and not all of them can survive.

